In a late development yesterday, Kevin George '71, former editor of Thursday, and Al Sohn '71 became the fourth pair of candidates to enter the UAP-UBA race.

Previously, John Collier '71 and Doug McDonald '71 had also indicated their interest to run for the posts, while Paul Johnston '70 dropped out of the race to support Bob Dresser '71. Wells Edelman '71 will remain the UAP candidate of the Edelman-Ehrmann ticket, despite reports circulating last week that they had switched positions.

George and Sohn claim their campaign platform is based on "symbolic as well as leadership and educational grounds." Their aim is to unify undergraduate and graduate students in the belief that "the students have been ignored in basic policy issues."

Thus, they see their role as a "persuasive, organizational, and public opinion force necessary to get the student voice across" to those in power. In turn, George concluded: "All we are willing to do is run with the student body against Helfo."

George was on Thursday...